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Abstract High security of cloud computing is one of the

most challenges to be addressed before the novel pas-as-

you-go business paradigm is widely applied over the

internet. Trust brings a novel means to improve the security

and enable interoperability of current heterogeneous inde-

pendent cloud platforms. However, there is no special trust

evaluation model for cloud computing environment.

Hence, this paper presents a new trust model based on

fuzzy mathematics in cloud computing environment

according to success and failure interaction between cloud

entities based on the properties and semantics of trust. To

compute trust in cloud systems, an algorithm based on

proposed model is given. Simulation results show that the

proposed model has some identification and containment

capability in synergies cheating, promotes interaction

between entities, and improves the performance of the

entire cloud environment.

Keywords Cloud computing � Trust models � Fuzzy
mathematics � Recommendation trust

1 Introduction

Many of modem systems and applications such as pervasive

computing, P2P networks, grid computing, and even web

applications have employed the concepts of trust. Trust is a

well-known social behavior; however, it is hard to have

precise definition for it. The concept of trust in distributed

computing environments comes from social science, such as

psychology, economy, and sociology [1–3].

There are many researches in the literature which focus

on trust. These works are generally placed under two main

categories: trust measurement and trust management. The

former deals with how to represent and evaluate the value

of trust between two nodes, while the latter tries to find a

way to make decision based on trust values. On the other

point of view measuring (calculating), the trust may be

centralized or decentralized. Centralized approach via a

centralized authority or across multiple distributed partic-

ipants often leads to simple solutions but if the centralized

authority is not carefully designed, it can become a single

point of failure for the entire system [4, 5]. Instead, most

systems calculate trust in a fully distributed manner.

Although these decentralized systems are inherently more

complex, they scale well and avoid single points of failure

in the system.

Several trust definitions have been given at psychology,

economy, sociology, mathematics, etc. [3]. We have based

our definition on Josang as the belief that an entity has

about other entity, from past experiences, knowledge about

the entity’s nature and/or recommendations from trusted

entities. This belief expresses an expectation on the entity’s

behavior, which implies a risk. Trust relationships are

required to fulfill certain properties, such as reflexive, non-

symmetrical conditionally transitive, and dynamic. In fact,

trust is the most complex relationship among entities,
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because it is extremely subjective, context-dependant, non-

symmetric, uncertain, partially transitive, and difficult to

evaluate and establish [6].

Today, there is no special trust evaluation model for

cloud computing environment. Therefore, in order to

improve the security of ultra-large-scale, heterogeneous,

open, and totally virtualized cloud environments, a novel

trust model based on evaluation similarity between entities

for cloud computing environments is proposed. Our con-

tributions can be summarized as follows:

• We present a trust model based on fuzzy mathematics

in cloud computing environment according to direct

and recommendation interaction between cloud entities

so that the fuzzy direct trust relation is calculated based

on direct experiences between trustor and trustee. Also,

a trustor builds a fuzzy indirect trust relation with

trustee through his acquaintances.

• The entity’s trust value is not entirely consistent with

the credibility of the recommendation. Therefore to

resist malicious behavior, the global trust value for an

entity computed by calculating the similarityweighted

recommendations of the entities who have interacted

with him according to adjusted cosine similar

function.

• We have verified the trust and security of our

proposed trust model by comparing our algorithm

with others such as DMTC model [6] and give

systematic analysis on how our proposed model can

enhance the system trust. In [6], a trust evaluation

model is studied. This paper discusses the integration

of fuzziness and randomness of trust relation, analyzes

the ways cloud models describe uncertain concepts

and the cloud models transform algorithms between

qualitative concepts and their quantitative expressions,

and presents the direct and recommendation of trust

between cloud entities based on cloud theory. The

trust cloud model achieves a complete description of

the concept of trust, and the trust values obtained in

this model contain more semantic information. How-

ever, the evaluations of the model for all entities are

equal, not matching the facts that in real life, to

different people, the levels of trust are not the same.

Because of this, the error of the trust information

created by the model is large.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

we present a trust model of choosing trusted entities based

on the fuzzy relationship theory in fuzzy mathematics in

cloud environment. We also calculate direct trust, indirect

trust, recommendation trust, trust evaluation similarity, and

total trust, respectively. Also, Sect. 3 describes algorithms

on the basis of proposed trust model in detail. Experiment

results in Sect. 4 show that proposed model can effectively

prevent selfish entities. Finally, the summary and future

work is presented in Sect. 5.

2 Proposed Trust Model

In general, trust can be classified into different categories

according to different standards [7].

– According to attributes: identity trust and behavior trust

– According to obtaining way: direct trust and recom-

mended trust

– According to role: code trust, third party trust and

execution trust, etc.

– According to based theory: subjective trust and objec-

tive trust

In this paper, we use the second category for evaluating

the trust.

Definition 1 (Trust) Trust is a level of subjective prob-

ability between two entities, a trustor (i.e., source entity)

and a trustee (i.e., target entity), which is formed through

the direct observation nature and/or recommendation from

trusted entities, to fulfilling a particular service within a

specific time and context [6, 8, 9].

It is supposed that the trustor is a cognitive entity with

an ability to make assessments and decisions about the

received information and past experiences. Trust is usually

evaluated by trust degree and described with trust relation.

Definition 2 (Trust degree) Trust degree Tdij is used to

evaluate the degree of trust from a domain set of possible

trust values that trustor ei in views trustee ej and denotes

entity’s ei trust attitude (opinion) towards entity ej in time

t and context cz. The trust degree can be expressed as the

following relation:

Tdij ¼

DTðei; ej; cz; tÞ;
RTðei; ej; cz; tÞ;
IDTðei; ej; cz; tÞ;
Otherwise

8
>>><

>>>:

ð1Þ

where Tdij = DT(ei, ej, cz, t), Tdij = RT(ei, ej, cz, t), and

Tdij = IDT(ei, ej, cz, t) are the direct trust degree, recom-

mendation trust degree, and indirect trust degree between

trustor ei (i.e., source entity) and trustee ej (i.e., target

entity) in context cz and time t.

In real cloud environment, trust and reputation both

depend on some context [10]. For example, entity A trusts

entity B as multimedia provider, but it does not trust B as a

storage provider. So in the context of requesting a multi-

media service, B is trustworthy. But in the context of

providing storage service, B is untrustworthy.
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2.1 Fuzzy Mathematics

In real world, there are three types of objects. They are

certainty, randomness, and fuzzy objects [11]. Certainty is

proposition that is either true or false. The true value of this

statement is 0 or 1. We may say this type of statement is

crisp. But on the other hand, there are some statements you

cannot make with such certainty. In the uncertainty object,

there also have two types of concept, randomness and

fuzzy object. The randomness object references to the

chance of an event’s result. Just because of our inadequate

knowledge of the circumstances, an event may have many

results, so the result is random.

There also have many fuzzy objects you cannot make

with precision in real world. You may say some people are

healthy or unhealthy, but there is not clear line between

good health and bad health. There has a continue process

from quantitative change to qualitative change between

healthy and unhealthy. Trust and distrust just have the

same fuzzy property as good health and bad health.

To cope with certainty object, the traditional set theory

and binary logic theory can be used. The probability and

statistic theory is used to model randomness object. The

type of fuzzy situation is what fuzzy mathematics was

developed to model. Fuzzy mathematics deals with propo-

sitions that can be true to a certain degree—somewhere

from 0 to 1, sounds like a probability, but it is not quite the

same. Probabilities for mutually exclusive events cannot

add up to more than 1, but the fuzzy values may. Suppose

that the probability of a cup of coffee being hot is 0.8 and

the probability of the cup of coffee being cold is 0.2. These

probabilities must add up to 1.0. Fuzzy values do not need

to add up to 1.0. The truth value of a proposition that a cup

of coffee is hot is 0.8. The truth value of a proposition that

the cup of coffee is cold can be 0.5. [12, 13]

Fuzzy mathematics is very fit for describing trust and

distrust and now we use fuzzy mathematics to build our

trust model, so the mathematical model of fuzzy trust

should be firstly created [14, 15].

Suppose E = {e1, e2,…,en} is the problem domain of

fuzzy trust model, where ei(i = 1, 2, …, n) is an entity in

the problem domain [14, 15]. A membership function le
defines the degree to which a fuzzy variable e is a member

of a set. le map e into the interval [0, 1]. Full membership

is represented by 1 and no membership by 0. The values

between 0 and 1 characterize fuzzy members, which belong

to the fuzzy set only partially [13, 16]. Supposing the

problem domain E is not the empty set, TR is a fuzzy set of

Cartesian product of E 9 E; E is the set that includes all the

entity in cloud environment. There exists a mapping:

TR : E � E ! 0; 1½ �;
ei; ej
� �

! lA ei; ej
� �

2 ½0; 1�
ð2Þ

To manage a collection of trust related activities across

domains, we need to understand trust itself. From different

points of views, trust can be categorized into different

classes [15]: direct trust and indirect trust (the indirect trust

relation is a composite fuzzy relation of recommending

relation and direct trust relation).

2.2 Fuzzy Direct Trust Relation

When we say entity ei is trustworthy or untrustworthy for

entity ej, there is a trust relationship between entity ei and

entity ej. If this statement is based on entity ei’s direct

experiences with entity ej completely, this relationship is

called the direct trust relation or direct trust model. Fig-

ure 1 shows fuzzy direct trust degree between entity ei and

entity ej at context cz and time t.

Direct trust relation is not a crisp binary relation that is

either true or false. Direct trust relation just has fuzzy

properties. We can use fuzzy relation to describe direct

trust relation. Fuzzy direct trust degree between two enti-

ties can be denoted by fuzzy graph.

Definition 3 (Trust graph) The trust relations in the cloud

computing environment of entities are represented as a

trust graph G. It represents a directed graph with entities as

nodes and edges as trust relations among them. The edges

are directed and if an edge indicates a trust relation of

entity ei towards entity ej, it is directed from entity ei to

entity ej with the trust degree Tdij. A possible way of

representing a directed graph is a matrix defined as follows

[10, 14, 15].

Definition 4: (Trust matrix) Interactions in a cloud

computing environment of N entities are represented with a

trust matrix M, where elements Tdij indicate a trust relation

of entity ei towards entity ej, and have values, where each

value denotes the degree of trust. If a relation is not

defined, it is indicated as zero (Note that Tdij = 0 does not

imply Tdji = 0). The matrix represents trust in a cloud

computing environment at a specific time t [ T and specific

context cz denoted M(t,cz) as

Mðt; czÞ ¼
Td11 . . . Td1n

..

. . .
. ..

.

Tdm1 � � � Tdmn

0

B
@

1

C
A ð3Þ

Based on the assumption that the trust relation is reflexive,

it follows that all the diagonal elements in diagonal are

equal to one which indicates the maximum trust degree.

ejei
( ),

i j i j
Td DT e e=

Fig. 1 Direct trust relation between ei and ej
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Figure 2 gives an example of trust propagation in a cloud

computing environment of three entities at a specific time

t and context cz.

–
lAðei;ejÞ
ei;ejð Þ represents Tdij = DT(ei, ej, cz, t), which is the

trust degree between entity ei and entity ej at a specific

time t and context cz. DT ¼ 1:0
ðe1;e1Þ þ

0:9
ðe2;e1Þ þ

0:9
ðe3;e1Þ þ

1:0
ðe2;e2Þ þ

0:8
ðe3;e2Þ þ

1:0
ðe3;e3Þ

– Here Td12 = Td13 = Td23 = 0 that we do not write

them out.

– The reflecting trust matrix MDT(t,cz) is given below:

MDT t; czð Þ ¼
1:0 0 0

0:9 1:0 0

0:9 0:8 1:0

0

@

1

A

When observing actual trust relationships TR between

entities, the following properties will be assumed:

– TR is reflexive, an entity trusts itself implicitly, i.e.,

8e 2 E; eTRe

– TR is not symmetric [7], because an entity may trust

another entity within a specific context, while the

opposite might not be true, i.e., 9 ei, ej 2 E; ei TR ej 6,
ej TR ei. It represents entity ek recommend ej to entity

ei at a specific time t and context cz.

– TR is time-based variant [17], the trust degree that

trustor ei in views trustee tj for specific context cz will

decreases with the passage of time. As an entity

behavior is not always constant but often changes with

time, therefore, the recent experience is more credible

than the general historical experience

– TR is context-dependant [10], a trustor ei may

have different trust degree on trustee ej for different

contexts
If 9ej; ej 2 E; then Tdij ei; ej; ck 0; t

� �

¼ td < Tdij ei; ej; ck1; t
� �

¼ td where ck0 6¼ ck1

2.3 Fuzzy Direct Trust Degree Computing

Suppose in the past entity ei has p times successful inter-

actions and q times failure interactions with entity ej at a

specific time t and context cz. We define the fuzzy direct

trust relation membership function:

Tzdij ¼ DT ei; ej; cz; t
� �

¼ pz

pz þ qz
ð4Þ

It is worth to mention again that, as an entity behavior is

not always constant but often changes with time, therefore,

the recent experience is more credible than the general

historical experience. Therefore, we have considered the

function to determine the successful experiences over time.

This function calculates the successful interaction rate

based on historical successful interaction between trustor ei
and trustee ej at a specific time t and context cz. This

function is given below:

p Tpið Þ ¼ ap DTið Þ þ 1� að Þp Ti�1ð Þ;
DTi ¼ Tpi � Tsi�1;

ð5Þ

where a is the adjustable parameter and presents the weight

of successful interactions in different timescales (DTi).
P ðDTiÞ is recent successful interactions and P(Ti-1) is

historical successful interaction. Moreover, Tp and Ts rep-

resent present time and start time, respectively. Also Ts0
represents the first interaction between trustor ei and trustee

ej at time t and context cz.

We have considered the weights of the past negative

behavior b which can be regulated to punish the selfish

entity action. Then the fuzzy direct trust relation can be

revised as

Tzdij ¼ DT ei; ej; cz; t
� �

¼ pz Tpið Þ
pz Tpð Þ þ bqz

ð6Þ

It is difficult to decide whether an entity is bad or good

based on only few interactions. In determining trust, it is

important that an entity has sufficient experience on which

to calculate trust [15, 17, 18]. So, we define the confidence

level in the experience for a particular context cz as an

interaction threshold value coz of interaction times.

Thus, if the interaction times are too small (i.e., pz ? -

qz\=coz) between trustor ei and trustee ej, this computing

as defined in relation 4 may be an arbitrary decision and

the following equation can be used.

Tzdij ¼ DT ei; ej; cz; t
� �

¼ 0:5þ pz Tpið Þ � bqz
2� Coz

ð7Þ

In general, fuzzy direct trust at context cz and time t

between trustor ei and trustee ej is calculated as follows:

0.9  

0.8

1.0
1.0

0.9

e1

e2 e3

1.0

Fig. 2 Fuzzy graph
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Tzdij ¼ DT ei; ej; cz; t
� �

¼
0:5þ pz Tpið Þ � bqz

2� Coz
if pz þ qz �Coz

pz Tpið Þ
pz Tplð Þ þ bqz

if pz þ qz [Coz

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;

ð8Þ

2.4 Fuzzy Indirect Trust Relation

Only one entity as trustor ei always has limited direct

interaction experiences with trustee ej. If he wants to get a

more accurate trust degree, a natural way for trustor ei is to

ask its acquaintances about their opinions at specific con-

text cz. Therefore, even trustor ei has not any direct expe-

rience with trustee ej in the past, trustor ei can build a trust

relation with trustee ej through his acquaintances. We call

the trust relation built by its acquaintances indirect trust

relation, which is shown in Fig. 3. Actually an indirect trust

relationship is built from recommendations by a trusted

third party (i.e., acquaintances) or a chain of trusted par-

tied, which create an indirect trust path, which has fuzzy

properties. In other words, the indirect trust integrates the

recommendation trust and direct trust model.

As shown in Fig. 3, entity ek has directed interaction

experiences with trustee ej, so there has a direct trust

relation between entity ek and trustee ej noted as DTkj.

There also has a recommending relation between entity ek
and trustor ei. Entity ek recommends its direct experiences

to trustor ei noted as RTki, and then these experiences

become indirect experiences for trustor ei noted as IDTij.

Entity k has directed interaction experiences with entity j,

and there has a direct trust relation between k and j noted as

DTkj. There also has a recommending relation between

k and i. Entity k recommends its direct experiences to i, and

then these experiences become indirect experiences for i,

but maybe k is not a very familiar friend of entity i, or k has

recommended i inaccurate experiences in the past, entity

i does not think k’s recommendation is completely right.

2.5 Fuzzy Recommendation Trust Relation

In Fig. 3 entity ek recommends its direct experiences to

trustee. But maybe entity ek is not a very familiar friend of

entity ei, or ek has recommended dishonest in the past, and

entity ei does not think ek’s recommendation is completely

right. Thus, the recommending relation also has fuzzy

properties. We also can use fuzzy relation to describe the

recommending relation.

The fuzzy relation membership function defines a

degree of recommending relationship between entity ei as

trustor and entity ek as recommender, which is similar to

fuzzy direct trust relation membership function:

T
z
dki ¼ RTðek; ei; cz; tÞ

¼
0:5þ rzðTriÞ � bsz

2� Coz
if rz þ sz �Coz

rzðTriÞ
rzðTriÞ þ bsz

if rz þ sz [Coz

8
>><

>>:

;

ð9Þ

where r represents the number of successful recommen-

dation interactions and s represents the number of failure

recommendation interactions between entity ej and entity

ek at a specific time t and context cz.

Intuitively, it seems reasonable that the higher the trust

value of the entity, the more important the recommendation

view. However, the entity’s trust value is not entirely

consistent with the credibility of the recommendation. On

the other hand, some malicious entity may exist in the

system. In such cases, different types of attacks can be

considered (such as bad-mouthing and on–off) [8, 19, 20].

In all attacks, malicious one tries to be keeping herself as a

trusted entity using misleading actions or reputation. Parts

of selfish entity through camouflage get the higher trust

values, while they give the higher recommendations to

their acquaintances, but those recommendations are obvi-

ously incredible. So, the credibility of the recommendation

of an entity is different from that of itself, especially under

some collective or disguised selfish entity. Therefore, every

proposed model for trust must be able to consider these

attacks and also should be able to verify the system against

them. To resist malicious behavior, we put forward a trust

model based on the fuzzy recommendation similarity in

cloud environments, which aims at preventing the syner-

gistic effect of selfish entity.

In this paper, we use the adjusted cosine similar function

to determine the similarity between two entities in cloud

environment [21]. In this case, similarity between two

entity ei an ek is measured by computing the Pearson cor-

relation. To calculate the correlation, we must first isolate

the co-rated entities (i.e., entities that both two entity ei and

entity ek has direct trust relation with them denoted CE(ei,

ek)). In the case of using basic cosine measure (that is used

in some p2p papers [22, 23]), the difference in rating scale

between different entity is not taken into account. The

adjusted cosine similarity offsets this drawback by sub-

tracting the corresponding node average from each co-rated

pair.

Direct Trust
Recommendation Trust
Indirect Ttrust

ejei
ek
1

( ),
k i k izT d RT e e= ( ),

z k j k j
T d DT e e=

( )1
,

jijiz
T d IDT e e=

Fig. 3 One-level fuzzy indirect trust model
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For any entity ei and entity ek, the similarity between

entity ei and entity ek at time t and context cz, denoted as

Sim(ei, ek, cz, t), is given by

Simðei;ek;cz;tÞ

¼
P

ec2CEðei;ekÞ ðDTei;ec �DTei;ecÞðDTek ;ec �DTek ;ecÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

ec2CEðei;ekÞ ðDTei;ec �DTei;ecÞ
2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ec2CEðei;ekÞ ðDTek ;ec �DTek ;ecÞ

2
q

ð10Þ

Sim(ei, ek, cz, t) describes the similarity of evaluation

between entity ei and entity ek. DTei;ec and DTek ;ec represent

the average direct trust value between two entity ei and ek
with co-rated pair CE(ei, ek), respectively. Then, the fuzzy

recommendation trust relation can be revised as

T
z
dki ¼ RTðek; ei; cz; tÞ

¼ RTðek; ei; cz; tÞ � Simðei; ek; cz; tÞ; ð11Þ

where RT(ei, ek, cz, t) represents recommendation trust

value between entity ei and ek at time t and context cz and

Sim(ei, ek, cz, t) describes the similarity of evaluation

between entity ei and entity ej.

2.6 Fuzzy Indirect Trust Degree Computing

As mentioned, the fuzzy indirect trust relation IDTij is a

composite fuzzy relation of fuzzy recommending relation

and fuzzy direct trust relation. In this paper, we have used

min–max composition to composite fuzzy direct trust value

and fuzzy recommendation value. Therefore, the fuzzy

indirect trust relation for Fig. 3 is given by

Tzdij ¼ IDT1 ei; ej; ez; t
� �

¼ RT � DT
¼ RT ek; ej; ez; t

� �
� DT ek; ej; ez; t

� �

¼ MaxekMin RT ek; ej; ez; t
� �

; DT ek; ej; ez; t
� �� �� �

¼ _ek2E RT ek; ej; ez; t
� �

^ DT ek; ej; ez; t
� �� �

ð12Þ

In the above equation, we calculated one-level fuzzy

indirect trust value which includes one-level recommen-

dation based on Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows the two-level fuzzy

indirect trust which includes two-level recommendations.

In Fig. 4, entity ek2 has the direct interaction experiences

with entity ej, and there has a direct trust relationship with

them. Entity ek2 recommends its direct experiences to ek1,

then entity ek1 recommends its indirect experiences to

trustor ei, and then these experiences become indirect

experiences for trustor ei. The two-level fuzzy indirect trust

is computed as follows:

Tzdij ¼ IDT2 ei; ej; ez; t
� �

RT2 ¼ RT ek2; ek1; ez; tð Þ �RT ek1; ej; ez; t
� �

¼ MaxekMin RT ek2; ek1; ez; tð Þ; RT ek1; ej; ez; t
� �� �� �

¼_ek12E RT ek2; eK1; ez; tð Þ ^RT ek1; ej; ez; t
� �� �

ð13Þ

If entity ei continues in this manner, there have three,

four… n-levels indirect trust relation and it can get more

and more accurate trust degree with entity ej in context

cz.The multi-level composite fuzzy indirect trust is calcu-

lated as

Tzdij ¼ IDTn ei; ej; ez; t
� �

¼ RT � RT � . . . � RT � DT
¼ RTn � DT

RTn ¼ RTn�1 � RT ; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .ð Þ
ð14Þ

If there is some trust path between trustor ei and trustee

ej, the indirect trust value between ei and ej calculates from

the union of all indirect trust value in different path (one-

level, two-level,…):

Tzdij ¼ IDT ei; ej; ez; t
� �

¼ IDT1 [ IDT2 [ . . . [ IDTn

¼
Sn

i¼1

IDTi

ð15Þ

Usually trustor ei has not only direct interaction expe-

riences with trustor ej (in context cz), but also indirect

experiences from asking its acquaintances. Then there are

two fuzzy trust relations (i.e., fuzzy direct trust relation and

fuzzy indirect trust relation as shown in Fig. 5) between

trustor ei and trustor ej. If trustor ei wants to get more

accurate trust value with trustor ej, it must integrate the

direct and indirect experiences. The fuzzy global trust

relation is a union of fuzzy direct trust relation and indirect

trust relation that is obtained from relation 16.

Tzdij ¼ DT [ IDT1 [ IDT2 [ . . . [ IDTn ¼ DT [
[n

i¼1

IDTi

ð16Þ

2.7 Total Trust Computing in all Context

After calculating the global trust value in each of the

context between trustor ei and trustee ej, the trustor ei needs

to calculate the total trust value in all context. The total

trust value will be combined closely with the value

assignment of each evaluation context. The nature of

ejek2ei ek1

Direct Trust
Recommendation Trust
InDirect Ttrust

( )
1 1

,
z k i k i

T d RT e e= ( )
2 1 2 1

,
k k k kzT d RT e e= ( ),

z k j k j
T d DT e e=

( )2
,

jijiz
T d IDT e e=

Fig. 4 Two-level fuzzy indirect trust model
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weight is shown in the quantity of different context on

objects at different levels, i.e., the different influence from

all contexts on the trust in view of trustor ei. Suppose

w = (w1, w2,…,wn) is the weight of the context cz such that

wi is in [0,1] for all i and
Pn

1 wi ¼ 1. So, the total trust Tdij
can be gotten by the following fuzzy mapping:

Tdij ¼ Wi w1; w2; . . .wnð Þ �

c1
c2

cn

T1dij
T2dij

..

.

Tndij

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

Tzdij

¼ w1 � T1dij þ w2 � T2dij þ . . .þ wn � Tndij; ð17Þ

where Tdij represents the total trust value in all context that

trustor ei interacts with trustee ej and tzdij (t1dij, t2dij,…,-

tndij) represents the global trust value in each of the context

between trustor ei and trustee ej.

3 The Algorithm Design

According to the analysis above, the core of our proposed

algorithm is divided into three parts, the direct trust algo-

rithm, the recommendation trust algorithm, and the indirect

trust algorithm.

3.1 Direct Trust Algorithm

The core part of the direct trust algorithm is described as

Algorithm 1. As shown in Algorithm 1, the inputs of the

direct trust algorithm are the number of direct interactions

(i.e., successful interactions p and failure interactions q) in

each context and all time between two entities, ei and ej;

the weight of successful interactions a in different time-

scales; the weights of the past negative behavior b; the

timescale DT to calculate the successful interaction rate

based on historical successful interaction and threshold

value coz for direct trust relation. Also the initial direct

trust value is equal to one when there is no interaction

between entities. Steps 6 to 9 show, if the input entities are

the same then, the number of successful and failure inter-

actions is equal to zero. Therefore, the direct trust value

will be equal to one. But if the two entities are not the

same, then, steps 11 to 15 calculate the sum of successful

and failure interactions. Step17 calculates the number of

timescales c according to DT . After that, steps 18 to 29

calculate the successful interaction rate based on historical

successful interaction in each DT . Finally, steps 30 to 35

calculate the direct trust value between entity ei and entity

ej in context cz and time t (according to relation 6 and 7).

Direct Trust
Recommendation Trust
Indirect Ttrust

ek1

ej

( ),i jDT e e
ei

ek1 ek2 ekn

ek2 ekn

( ),i j

nIDT e e

( ),i j

nIDT e e

( )1 ,k iRT e e

( )2 1,k kRT e e

( ),kn jDT e e

( )1 ,k iRT e e
( )2 1,k kRT e e

( ),kn jDT e e

Fig. 5 Fuzzy global trust model
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Algorithm1. Direct Trust (ei,ej)
1: Input: a trustor ei ; a trustee ej ; number of direct transaction (Tp & Tq)  in each  context and all time between ei,ej ;

TΔ ; α ; β ;  coz

2: Output: direct trust value between ei,ej
3: begin
4: for each context. cz do
5: begin
6: if ei=ej then
7: Pz[ei,ej]=0 // number of successful interactions 
8: qz[ei,ej]=0 // number of failure interactions
9: DT[ei,ej,cz,t]=1 // Direct trust value

10: else
11: for t=1 to present time.t  do
12: begin
13: Pz[ei,ej]=Tp[ei,ej, cz,t]+Pz[ei,ej] // Tp[ei,ej, cz,t] is number of successful interactions at time t 
14: qz[ei,ej]=Tq[ei,ej, cz,t]+qz[ei,ej] // Tq[ei,ej, cz,t] is number of failure interactions at time t and context cz
15: end for
16: t=tp // tp=tpresent
17: Calculate the number of timescales c according to TΔ
18: tpc = t
19: while c>= 0 do
20: begin
21: tsc-1=tpc- TΔ //   ts=tstart 
22: tpc-1=tsc-1 // Ts0 represents the first interaction between trustor and trustee at time t and context cz.
23: for t=tsc-1 to tpc do
24: begin
25: P( TcΔ )z[ei,ej]=Tp[ei,ej,cz,t]+ P( TcΔ )z[ei,ej]
26: end for
27: Calculate the successful interaction rate based on historical successful interaction by relation 5.
28: c --
29: end while
30: if pz[ei,ej]+qz[ei,ej] <= coz then
31: Calculate Direct trust value by relation (7)
32: else
33: Calculate Direct trust value by relation (6)
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
37: end

3.2 Recommendation Trust Algorithm

As shown in Algorithm 2, recommendation trust algorithm

is similar to direct trust algorithm but in this algorithm, we

have considered similarity of evaluation between entity ei
and entity ej. Also, the inputs of the recommendation trust

algorithm are the number of successful recommendation

interactions that is shown Tr and the number of failure

recommendation interactions that is shown Ts. Other inputs

include the weight of successful recommendation interac-

tions a in different timescales; the weights of the past

negative behavior b for recommendation interactions; the

timescale DT to calculate the successful recommendation

interaction rate based on historical successful recommen-

dation interaction and threshold value coz for recommen-

dation trust relation.
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Algorithm2. Recommendation Trust (ei,ej)
1: Input: a trustor ei; a trustee ej; number of recommendation transaction(Tr & Ts) in each context and all time 

between ei,ej; TΔ ; α ; β ;
2: Output: recommendation trust value between ei,ej
3: begin
4: for each context.cz do
5: Begin
6: if ei=ej then
7: rz[ei,ej]=0
8: sz[ei,ej]=0
9: for all time.t  do

10: begin
11: RT[ei,ej,cz,t]=1
12: end for
13: else
14: for t=1 to present time.t  do
15: Begin
16: rz[ei,ej]=Tr[ei,ej,cz,t]+rz[ei,ej]
17: sz[ei,ej]=Ts[ei,ej,cz,t]+sz[ei,ej]
18: end for
19: t=tp
20: Calculate the number of timescales c according to TΔ
21: tpc = t
22: while c>= 0 do
23: begin
24: tsc-1=tpc- TΔ
25: tpc-1=tsc-1
26: for t=tsc-1 to tpc do
27: begin
28: P( TcΔ )z[ei,ej]=Tp[ei,ej,cz,t]+ P( TcΔ )z[ei,ej]
29: end for
30: Calculate the recommendation successful interaction rate based on historical successful interaction 

by relation 5.
31: c --
32: end while
33: Calculate Recommendation trust value according to relation (11)  // ( i.e relation (9) × relation (10))
34: end if
35: end  for
36: end

3.3 Indirect Trust Algorithm

As shown in Algorithm 3, the inputs of indirect trust

algorithm are the number of trust chain and the number

of recommenders in each trust chain. In this algorithm,

indirect trust value is calculated for all trust chain (or

trust path) in each context cz between trustor ei and

trustee ej because may exist several indirect trust chain

between them. Steps 9–10 shows that direct trust relation

between two entities should be calculated between trustor

ei and trustee ej if there is no recommender between

them.

Algorithm3. Indirect Trust (ei,ej)
1: Input: a trustor ei ; atrustee ej; number of trust chain and number of recommenders in each trust chain
2: Output: indirect trust value between ei,ej
3: begin
4: for each context.cz do
5: begin
6: for each trust chin.j do
7: begin
8: if number of recommender == 0   then
9: Direct Trust (ei,ej)
10: else
11: Calculate indirect trust value  in each trust chain between ei and ej by relation (15)
12: end if
13: Calculate indirect trust value in all trust  chain between ei and ej by relation (16)
14: end for
15: end for
16: end
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4 Results and Discussions

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model

in this paper, simulation environment and parameters set

are firstly discussed in this section, and then precise per-

formance evaluation results are given.

4.1 Simulation and Configuration Parameter

The platform of simulation environment is CloudSim toolkit

[24] which is a simulation platform based on Java, which

supports modeling and simulation of large-scale cloud

computing data centers. Therefore, it is feasible to simulate

our proposed model of cloud computing environments by

CloudSim. We create ten data centers in the simulation

environment (the detailed configuration is shown in

Table 1).We set 500 virtual machines.Moreover, we submit

1000 tasks to the 500 virtual machines.Moreover, we submit

1000 tasks to the 500 virtualmachines, each task is submitted

according to Poisson distribution after its previous task, and

the length of each task is considered as a random number

within the range of [10,000, 20,000]MI. Also recommenders

are divided into three types:

1. Virtuous recommenders who provide honest service

and recommendation

2. Random recommenders who provide random service

and recommendation

3. Malicious recommenders who provide malicious ser-

vice and recommendation.

Tables 1 and 2 show the main parameters used in this set

of experiments.

4.2 Results for the proposed method

In this section, we discuss the effect of the proposed trust

model, according to the parameters of Table 2. We set the

number of timescale 2 (i.e., DT1 and DT2) and then we

evaluate the successful interactions rate pzðTpiÞ at time t

and context cz. Figure 6 shows the effect of different

number of successful transactions in DT1 and DT2 when

a ¼ 0:7. As shown in Fig. 6, there is a direct relationship

between the number of successful interactions and the

interactions time.

Then, we considered the effect of different PðDTiÞ in

direct trust value. We set p and q to 1, 5, …, 50 separately.

The results are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. With the

increase of failure interactions q, the direct trust value will

decrease. Also, a significant difference in direct trust value

of p = 20–p = 25 is observed, and this is because the

threshold value is considered to 25 (in other words

Coz = p ? q = 25). Thus, when p set to 25, with the

increase of q, the number of interaction will be more than

the threshold value. This indicates that the entities have

sufficient experience.

Table 1 Detailed configuration

of data centers
Data center ID Machine number PE per machine Processing ability (MIPS) Architecture and OS

Data center 0–1 10 1–4 100–200 X86/Linux

Data center 2–3 20 1–4 200–400 X86/Linux

Data center 4–5 30 4–8 200–600 X86/Solaris

Data center 6–7 40 4–16 400–600 X86/Solaris

Data center 8–9 50 8–16 400–800 X86/Solaris

Table 2 Configuration

parameters
Direct trust relation

0.7 a: the weight of successful direct interactions in different timescales

1.1 b: the weights of the past negative behavior for direct interactions

30 DT: the timescales determine the number of successful interactions

25 Coz: the threshold value for direct trust relation

1 The initial direct trust when there is no interaction between entities

Recommendation trust

relation

0.6 a: the weight of successful recommendation interactions in different

timescales

1.1 b: the weights of the past negative behavior for recommendation interactions

30 DT: the timescales determine the number of successful recommendation

interactions

40 Coz: the threshold value of the recommending times
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We also considered the effect of different similarity for

evaluating the recommendation trust value. According to

the parameters of Table 2, we set b ¼ 1:1, a ¼ 0:6 and

Coz = 40. Also we set r and s to 1, 5, …, 50 separately.

Figure 10 shows recommendation trust value without

similarity between two entities. Figures 11 and 12 show

recommendation trust value for similarity 0.5 and 0.8

separately. The result of simulation can be summarized as

follows: when considering the credibility of the recom-

mendations, an entity trusts more on the entities whose

rating opinions are similar to him rather than those with

high global trust values. That is, the higher degree of

similarity entity ei and entity ej, the more consistent eval-

uation of the trust between entity ei and entity ej to other

nodes.
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4.3 Comparison among Trust Models

An important application of the proposed trust analysis is

to facilitate comparison among different trust establish-

ment methods. There are some trust schemes proposed for

cloud environment, so, it is difficult to list all the trust

models to compare with each other. In the Section, we

make a comparison with two trust models, i.e., DMTC

model [6] and proposed model without similarity.

4.4 Trust Accuracy Rate

We use absolute error metrics for evaluating the accuracy.

Absolute error is the difference between the actual value of

trust for an edge and the calculated value from a method

[25].

Absolute error = trust calculated� actual trustj j ð18Þ

In the above equation, trust calculated is the trust value

that is calculated by the proposed method and actual trust is

the union of global trust value of all entities that interact

with trustee. Therefore, the trust accuracy rate was calcu-

lated according to relation 19. The results are shown in

Figs. 13 and 14

Trust accuracy rate = 1� Absolute errorð Þ � 100 ð19Þ

As shown in Fig. 14, in the first simulation time, when

there is no interaction between entities, we set direct trust

equal to one. Therefore, absolute error is set one. The
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success interaction rate declines with malicious interac-

tions at the beginning. After a time, the success interaction

rate keeps rising. Also, with the increase of the malicious

rate, the proposed model can ensure trust accuracy rate in a

high level.

4.5 Success Interaction Rate

The good entities can be differentiated from the misbe-

havior entities by their trust values after a few interactions.

At the beginning, all entities have the same initial trust

value, trustors randomly select an entity, and after a few

numbers of interactions, the normal entities can get the

higher trust value than the other selfish entities. With a help

of the trust computing based on proposed model, we can

identify the malicious entities efficiently. We can restrict

the interaction of malicious entities further. It can help

increase the success interaction rate of the system.

Success interaction rate is the ratio of successful inter-

actions to overall interactions in the simulation time, which

is denoted as

success interaction rate =
p

pþ q
ð20Þ

The experiment results are shown in Fig. 15. Results show

that the success interaction ratewith proposedmodel is higher

than DMTC model. From Fig. 15, we can see that the

changing of success interaction rate is divided into two stages:

decline stage and rise stage. The success interaction rate

declines with malicious interactions at the beginning. After a

time, the success interaction rate keeps rising. It is because that

the system with trust computing has begun to identify the

malicious entities and refuse to provide service for them.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a trust evaluation model based on

fuzzy mathematics in cloud computing environment

according to direct and recommendation interactions

between cloud entities. The entity’s trust value is not

entirely consistent with the credibility of the recommen-

dation. Therefore to resist malicious behavior, the global

trust value for an entity computed by calculating the

similarity-weighted recommendations of the entities who

have interacted with him according to adjusted cosine

similar function.

Also, we have verified the trust and security of our

proposed model by comparing our algorithm with others,

and give systematic analysis on how our proposed model

can enhance the system trust. Experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed approach is well comparable

with the well-known techniques, and in some cases,

superior performances are achieved. Simulation experi-

ments show that it can effectively identify malicious enti-

ties, and provide reliable information to correctly make the

security decisions for the system. Also, the proposed model

has some identification and containment capability in

synergies cheating, promotes interaction between entities,

and improves the performance of the entire cloud

environment.

This paper discusses only one type of situation when

selfish entities attack. In the future, other types of entities

attack as well as the possible impacts on proposed model

will be extended. In addition, we plan to develop a com-

plete trust management framework based on our model.

We also will offer scheduling algorithm according to pro-

posed model for cloud computing.
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